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most likely, very painfully. According to local
newspaper accounts, she at first drew back from the
question, eventually responding: "That's a very
difficult decision to make." When asked again, she
said, "I never really thought of it in quite that
way."
The judge recalled his decree, and the medical,
expert who had given the critically relied upon
testimony spoke of the uncertainty of it all. The
patient was later transferred to a nursing home,
where she still resides.
I know of no court which has directed, at die request of someone other that the affected person,
cessation of food and water — the most elemental
human needs along with oxygen — for a conscious,
sensate, nonterminally ill human being.
It may be legally and even morally supportable to
propose that cessation of artificially provided food
and water is, under some exceptional circumstances, an acceptable non-treatment in cases of
vegetative, comatose or neocortically dead, and
terminally ill and dying persons who had clearly expressed their views in such exceptional circumstances by provable clear and convincing
evidence.
We must note that even that great institution, die
United States Supreme Court, is not immune from
die infallibility of die human condition. It is a
human institution, and as its own great Justice
Jackson observed: "We are not final because we are
infallible, but we are infallible only because we are
final."
Tragic historical decisions reflecting fundamental
misunderstandings and mistakes about die true
nature and scope of the judicial process affecting
real people are all too numerous. Recall for example
Plessy v Ferguson, upholding that black slaves were
property, not persons. Such decisions prove that

preserving the most cherished rights and values bf
free individuals Requires vigilance almost every
waking moment and a willingness to confess and
correct error, too. ...
But if we review and approve,tiienpassing incident becomes die doctrine of die Constitution.
There it has a generative power of its own, and all
uiat it creates will be in its own image. The instruction here concerning fallibility and ... adherence to
precedent provides a very valuable lesson in
jurisprudence....
But even then, it seems to me, uiat relief should
be framed in die alternative, allowing die family die
freedom to carry out die person's wishes and allowing die state and die medical professionals to refrain
from becoming active participants in an active ritual
ofdeaui....
... Amid such uncertainty, how should we, die
lawyers and judges, maintain our jurisprudential
and you, die doctors and psychiatrists, your medical
equilibrium?
In my judicial decision-making function, I must
remain open to die facts and evidence of die particular case; to a respectful consideration of competing viewpoints in our pluralistic society and
government; to fresh and improved understandings
of die operative principles; and especially to subtle
calibration and interplay of die jural roots of all we
have been talking about, uiat is, the U.S. and
various state constitutions; to public-policy choices
expressed in broad-based legislative enactments;
and to die common-law decisional stare decisis

faithfulness to precedent. „
... It is a daunting task, requiring hard thinking
and, yes, even hard praying, since it is die ultimate
decision of life or death we are putting to die risk of
our feeble and sometimes fumbling human
understanding intiiesecases...
... I have personally espoused a particular
philosophy of die importance of every case, no
matter how momentous or mundane: Behind each
case are individuals — real people, in turmoil, conflict, pain and need — who over small or minor
disputes or over die most significant dispute of all —
uieir lives — have turned to or been summoned or
even dragged into die courts for respite and resolution — for better or worse. Every one of uiese persons is entided to respectful, careful deliberation —
what I call die dignity of die case and of die per^
son...
... We should start with openness, tolerance and
mutual respect for die odier's problems and maintain a daily regimen of ego deflation because of die
reality of the fallibility of the human condition and,
dierefore, of all its human institutions...
... I also propose mat we respectively approach
tiiese matters, decisions and cases witii a set of hierarchical, rebuttable presumptions — alone and often
in appropriate combination — remembering we are
operating solely within our competence in die
secular sphere:
ONE: Respect for die personal self-determination
choices of the individual;
TWO: Respect for tiiose of die closest family or
equivalent unit or person on behalf of tiiat individual;
THREE: Respect for the contributing views and
values of die treating medical professionals and associated care providers;
FOUR: Respect for die state's interest and purpose in representing die individual in die context of
society's universal values and commonly held principles.
Finally, may f saytiiatour respective disciplines
grope like lumbering Cyclops trying to serve die
very same societal members but often seeing only
out of our single eye. I maintain we will serve tiiose
people and ourselves better when the two Cyclops
join eyes, bumpy as that may be in many instances,
to effect synergistically a cooperative vision and
spirit towards die solutions and service we owe
every person we touch. Togedier we make energy
and light and avoid die debris.
My hope and goal is tiiat my Cyclopean legaljudicial eye and your Cyclopian psychiatric-medical
eye have acquired some peripheral perspective ...
For better peripheral vision, even in one eye, is
progress. ...
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to ignore it.
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